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The Summer of Endless Fun is winding down,
and in this final Clipper we have updates from
some Board members, and a plethora of interesting articles. We run the gamut from paddleboarding to cormorants, from Scouts to sailing
lore. We have a retrospective article on an allwomen’s cruise from 30 years ago, and we peek
into an intriguing yacht club “at the end of the
world.”
Even though haulout is imminent, the fun
continues with various events. A huge thanks to
everyone who volunteered in some way to make
this summer such an awesome one. Here’s to
2023 and yet another Summer of Endless Fun!
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Why is that Kirby
called Warington?
Keith Nunn

In my youth I was a Sea Scout in Scarborough. We
sailed Albacores out of Frenchman’s Bay. That was
almost the last time I sailed before joining QCYC.
When we took on the Kirby 23, I had visions of taking
our own Sea Scouts out on her and even camp
cruising with them. With that hope in mind, I went
looking for a suitable name.
In 1869, at the age of 22, after a childhood of sailing
small craft and a young adulthood at sea, Warington
Baden-Powell set out to cross the Baltic Sea in a
sailing canoe of his own design. The book he
published two years later inspired a combined sport of
canoe-sailing that grew in popularity for many years

and was included as one of the three named watercraft – yachts, skiffs and canoes – in the Queen City
founding charter of 1889.
In 1872, Warington took his brothers, including his
then 15-year-old brother Robert, on a canoe-sailing
expedition up the Thames River to its source. That trip
and others in which Warington included him, had an
enormous effect on Robert.
Robert reflected on these adventures as he held the
first Boy Scout camp and wrote the book Scouting for
Boys in 1907-1908. When Robert felt that Scouting
and Scouts could benefit from a more time on the
water, he naturally thought of the brother who introSEPTEMBER 2022 QCYC CLIPPER PAGE 3

Sea Scouting, the name choice seemed obvious.
For a number of years before the floods and before
my illness, I had recruited skippers here at the club to
take Scouts sailing as crew on their boats. Though it
was more experiential than ongoing instruction, it was
popular both with Scouts and Skippers. The members
of this club are generous and eager to share their love
of sailing with others and so it was a great, if informal,
relationship. Dave Robinson, Brian Taylor, and Andy
Oakes were particularly helpful in this program,
though many members have been encouraging and
supportive.

duced him to the sea and rivers of England, and
asked Warington to write the first Sea Scout manual.
Many years have passed, and while Scouting no
longer directly uses those books, Scouts and Scouters
still find inspiration in the history and goals of
Scouting. Having made this discovery of the origins of

In the second flood year of 2019 our Sea Scouts and
Venturers came and helped with yard work and
sandbagging on a number of occasions, though you
may not have noticed as a uniform is not the best
dress for hard work. One of the key principles of
Scouting is service and duty to the community.
I knew that the Royal Hamilton YC and Sea Scouts in
Hamilton had worked together to teach dinghy sailing.
As the floods receded and we got our new dinghy
docks and renewed our commitment to the teaching

of sailing, it seemed
like the time had
come to bring QCYC
and Sea Scouts
closer together. With
the support of Yves
Florack, our Learn to
Sail chair, and Ellen
from the LTS
instructor team, we
got our Sea Scouts
out in dinghies on
Thursday evenings in
June and for a few weeks in September. You may
have seen them, or seen our flag flying on the yard
mast.
It has been a great experience for our Scouts. Our
group, the 403rd Toronto, serves the downtown area
and has drawn its members from St. Jamestown,
Cabbagetown, Regent Park, St. Lawrence and even
the Islands. We have always been a group of very
mixed backgrounds and means. Thanks to the
tremendous effort of Beth Baskin, we are glad to be
able to provide an integrated program to every young
person who joins us, whatever their background.
The Scouts have learned a lot this year and a number
of them also joined in on the regular LTS program at
the club this summer. We hope that this contingent
will grow with time. Maybe in a year or two, some of
them will start to join crews for race night or we can
even have a Sea Scout skippered Warington back on
the start line Wednesdays. It has been fantastic for
young people to have these opportunities again after
the difficult early years of the pandemic.
I hope next season that we’ll be able to do a little
cruising as Scouts. Maybe to an anchorage off a
campsite, or to another club where there are Sea
Scouts. As part of building those skills, the Scouts will

be sleeping on
Warington at our
September camp on
Snake Island. They’re
already getting
excited at the
prospect of sleeping
on the water.
Hopefully the
weather will be good
enough for some
sailing too!
Thank you to all those who have helped to build this
relationship over the years and to the whole club for
wanting to share the delight that is sailing with
another generation. I look forward to deepening this
relationship in the coming years. Maybe we’ll even be
able to bring back some canoe-sailing. If you’d like to
support Scouts on the water at QCYC in even a small
way, I would love to talk to you about it.
Keith has been a QCYC member since 2013 and
Skipper of the 403TO Sea Scouts off and on since
2010. You can find out more about the 403rd
Toronto Sea Scouts at 403to.ca

Memories of a Hero
Andrew Peace
Leonard Barnett, a long-time associate member of
QCYC, died at the beginning of the summer at age 97.
He was my neighbour for 50 years. He was a long
time race committee boat helper and made the first
black and white privacy signs for the American side
moorings. Most of you may not remember him or his
wife Ann since he had been house bound for three
years with food brought to them by their son Greg
twice a week. They used the tender for shopping at
Sobeys, so you probably had to wait while an old
English couple slowly disembarked and slowly made
their way along the dock and up the ramp (can’t they
go any faster? No).
Leonard was a hero. He was tail gunner on British
bombers and flew 53 missions. Back then American
crews could stop after 25 then later 30 bombing runs,
but not the British. They were in it until the end. They
lost a mid-gunner early on but the rest, mainly New
Zealanders, Aussies and our Leonard carried on. They
crash landed three times, luckily on English soil, and
survived. In the worst of weather they would take off
in the depths of night to lay mines along the coast
and in the Baltic sea. The whole crew was awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross but with true British
snobbery non-commissioned officers got the Distinguished Flying Medal.
When the war ended Leonard was stationed in
Germany in charge of airport security and helping the
German police re-establish order in the completely
bombed out country. Once, along with a German
police detective with guns drawn, they captured a
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serial killer at a train station. They thought that the guy
would shoot it out since he would be hanged, but to
their surprise he gave up.
Leonard came to Canada in the early 1950’s, held a
number of jobs and then worked with the CBC. At
the end there he would run courses teaching CBC
production crews how to do many things. He once got
an explosives expert to set up a course and toured
CBC production outlets from Newfoundland to BC
teaching them how to blow up things.
Despite all these accomplishments, he had to leave
school and start work at age 14 since he choked at
exams and failed the high school entrance test. Later
in life, however, he wrote a book of short stories and
poetry about life in the pottery district of England
where he was born. The book was called “Burslem
Saturday” and had numerous reprints and was read
on BBC radio by actors with distinguished voices. I
often told him I wondered where he would be now if
he’d had all the education opportunities that we take
for granted. He donated all of the profits from the
book to the Catholic church in his home-town to look
after the elderly.
I met him my very first day of moving in on the island.
We played chess and dominoes in his shed on Friday
nights for forty years. We each tried to find the
strongest beer we could find (me, Ukrainian 14%) so
chess was always first. I shall miss him.

The Yacht Club at
the End of the World
by Jill Schinas, The Yacht Mollymawk. Published in July 2016 (Edited for length)

Micalvi Yacht Club is the most southerly yacht club in
the world, and is not for the faint-hearted, or large
superyachts! A great base for preparations or to hang
up a flag having rounded Cape Horn! Yachts raft up
alongside the Micalvi – a historic boat now run as the
yacht club. Fresh water and power available.
(https://www.superyachtservicesguide.com/20/1923
6/yacht-club-Micalvi )
You could be forgiven for thinking that Micalvi is just
another of the irrelevant appellations which have been
attached to this region. The Straits of Magellan, Monte
Sarmiento, Adventure Bay, the Beagle Channel…
these places were named for the men and ships

which visited and explored this region, and thus the
words belong on the maps.
Is Micalvi another one of these?
No. Micalvi is a Greek name.
Truly, this is a multi-cultural region, and Chile has a
colourfully cosmopolitan past, but how did the
mooring place in the world’s most southerly town
come to be named for a Greek?
Well, it happened thus: Micalvi is not actually the
name of a place, it’s the name of a ship. And the ship
itself is now the mooring place for the yachts which
visit Puerto Williams.The Micalvi was built in Germany
SEPTEMBER 2022 QCYC CLIPPER PAGE 7

in 1925 – and she was originally called Bragi.
She was, in fact, not much of a ship by today’s
standards. She was just 181ft long (55m), which is
less than a great many mega-yachts and a lot less
than an ocean-going fishing boat.
She drew 11ft (less than 3.5m), and her registered
tonnage was 850 – so, in theory at least, she could
carry that weight of cargo in her hold. She was built to
carry cargo on the Baltic, but within a year she had
been sold and was being used to ferry goods up and
down the Rhine.
In 1928 the Bragi was laden with a cargo of
ammunition which had been purchased by the
Chilean government, and she was sent south. The
Micalvi – or the Bragi, as she still was – probably
chugged down the coast to be refuelled either in
Buenos Aires or in Montevideo. And then came the
long and dangerous haul south down the uninhabited
and rugged coast of Argentina. In those days there
were no long-range forecasts, still less satellite phones;
so the captain probably hugged the coast, the better
to hide from any south-easterly gales – and, so far as
we know, the Micalvi’s passage was uneventful.
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On arrival in Tierra del Fuego, the German crew
disembarked their cargo of ammunition into the
Chilean warship Almirante Latore. And then, according
to the legend, the Chileans said, “What do you want to
do with her now?”; and the Bragi’s captain said, “She’s
non-returnable.”
And that is how the ship came to be abandoned here,
at the uttermost end of the world.
As to how the Bragi came to be renamed the Micalvi,
I have no idea, except to say that it is a Greek name.
Useful little boats being a bit hard to come by in this
isolated extreme of the Americas, the Micalvi was
soon put to good use. She spent the following 30
years carrying food, fuel, and passengers between
Punta Arenas and the farmsteads, villages, mission
stations, and naval bases of the remote territory to the
south.
The Micalvi, having been brought to Tierra del Fuego
almost by chance, had proved to be invaluable; but
32 years after her arrival, in 1961, her career was
brought to an abrupt end. One night in bad weather
she ran onto a rock in the Magellan Straits. Although
the accident occurred some 300 miles from Puerto

Williams, the navy somehow contrived
to tow the boat through the channels
and round to their most southerly base.
The Micalvi was later placed in the
creek immediately west of the village, to
serve as a pontoon. She was scuttled in
the shallow water here; and here she
remains – a symbol of the sovereignty
of Chile in Patagonia (according to the
noticeboard) and an invaluable asset to
visiting yachtsmen. The chap who came
up with the idea probably didn’t
envision 25 foreign yachts stacked on
either side.
In 1976 the Micalvi was declared a
national monument. In former times it
boasted the world’s most southerly bar, but the
current administrator of the naval base (in 2007)
would seem to be something of a prohibitionist, and
the bar is currently closed. Still, in the summer this
place is a focal point for visiting yotties, and many a
pleasant evening have we passed on the old bridge,
sharing food and wine with fellow travellers of
assorted nationality.
The Micalvi also provides a home to a variety of
wildlife. Besides the birds and the seal, we’ve seen

beavers swimming around the hull, and there’s
rumoured to be a mink living in the old engine room.
Some people say that the sounds are of a mink
running around. Others say that it’s the old German
captain who haunts the half-sunken lower deck of his
one-time command.
For the full account of the Micalvi, go to:
https://www.yachtmollymawk.com/2016/07/Micalvi/

Good Ol’
Paulie Horne

(The Greatest Man Who’s Ever Been Born)
(Lyrics to song written by Mark MacRae,
dedicated to Paul Horne on his 65th birthday)
Well, I've been around this big ol' world;
There's a few things that I know:
Look a stranger in the eye. Grown
men can cry.
You should never eat yellow snow.
Be careful when you find yourself
on thin ice. Every rose has its thorn.
And the Greatest Man Who’s Ever
Been Born is Good Ol' Paulie Horne
Muhammad Ali could sting like a bee.
Napoleon was good at wars.
Gandhi didn't eat.
John Candy was a treat.
But none of 'em could fix atomic fours...
He's quick to laugh at a joke or to
light up your smoke.
A better friend you couldn't ask for.
No, the Greatest Man Who’s Ever Been Born
is Good Ol' Paulie Horne
The Greatest Man Who’s Ever Been Born
is Good Ol' Paulie Horne

Paddleboarding
at QCYC
Deb Francey

COVID brought us many challenges, personally and as
a community. One of the best things that came out of
COVID, in my opinion, was the addition of the club
paddleboards at QCYC.
If you haven’t tried them yet, I would highly
recommend it! Sign up is easy, just go to the QCYC
website and look for the paddleboard amenity under
the social page. Sign up for your three-hour time slot
online, then be sure to sign a paddleboard waiver for
the season. You can find the waivers at the dinghy
racks next to the paddleboards. Don your life jacket
and launch your paddleboard at the launch ramp, and
you are off! Well, hopefully you will stay on….
Paddleboards are great exercise. Paddling works your
back, arms, and shoulders. Keeping your balance
works your thighs, and your feet! It’s a lot of work
keeping steady!
Paddling through the lagoon is magical, especially in
the evening. I have enjoyed many paddles at sunset.
The peace and quiet, surrounded by water and

greenery is unlike any adventure you will find in the
city. The photo opportunities are endless.
My favourite destination is not too far down the
lagoon at Turtle Island. You can paddle into this quiet,
serene, natural paradise. There are downed trees on
which the turtles lie to bask in the sun. I have seen a
kingfisher, ducks, swans, yellow finches, cardinals, and
an occasional beaver here. I like to take a moment to
listen to the sounds of nature. I rarely find another
person in this spot. It is hard to believe this is a short
ferry ride from the busiest city in the country.
If I am looking to challenge myself, I paddle back to
QCYC in the harbour. Depending on the day, the
waves can present quite a challenge. I am happy to
say that I have yet to fall off the paddleboard! I have
been known to go out fully dressed in jeans, a t-shirt
and my watch. Foolhardy? Tempting fate? Maybe, but I
am in the Dry T-shirt Club so far and hope to paddle
my way through autumn – maybe even in my puffy
jacket.
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Farewell to Yoga
(for the season)
Valerie Wint

We’ve come to the end of a beautiful season of
Sunday-morning yoga classes. This year we were lucky
to have to resort to the Great Hall only twice – or was
it three times – due to inclement weather. Regardless,
numerous regulars and several samplers have spent

an hour each week moving their bodies, fortifying
their minds, and replenishing their spirits.
It has been my great honour and privilege to be
your guide each week over the past many sailing
seasons, and I plan to continue next year. See you
then. Namaste.

Sailing Lore
Al Rae Jr.

Ahoy there!
As we learn to sail, we also learn to use nautical terminology that may seem strange at first, but soon
becomes second nature. But how, why, or where did
some of these terms originate? In legend, lore or in
practical use?
Here are a few that I have come across and may be
of interest.

STARBOARD and PORT
Legend has it that the Vikings navigated by the North
or Pole Star. As they left harbour the Pole Star would
be to their right hand. They did not have a rudder but
steered the ship with a long board that pivoted on a
fitting near the stern. This long board was located on
the right-hand side of the ship so the steersman
would find the Pole Star easy to see and steer by
when outward bound. The long board became known
as the STEERBOARD and, eventually, due to the
relative location of the Pole Star, the STARBOARD.
When the ship returned home and made fast at the

quayside, they did not want to damage the STEERBOARD so moored alongside the quay on the left side
of the ship. Thus, the left side became known as the
PORT side.

THE SPINNAKER
Lore has it that, while sailing downwind in mixed a
fleet off Cowes, back in the day, a schooner called the
Sphinx surprised her competitors by hoisting a large
spherical shaped sail that no one had ever seen
before. This sail “corralled” the wind and she flew
through the fleet, leaving all in her wake. It was so
large that her competitors called it the SPHINX’S ACRE
which, over time, became known as the SPINNAKER.

THE GENOA vs THE JIB
A well-known (at the time) Swedish sailor,
Sven Salen, first used a large foresail on his 6m Ryacht in 1926, during the Coppa del Tirreno regatta,
held off Genoa, Italy.
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This foresail was remarkable and unusual in that it was
larger than the fore triangle, overlapping the mainsail
considerably and increasing the efficiency of the two
sails in combination when compared to using the
smaller jib. This sail became known as the GENOA,
after its place of initial use in competition. Prior to that,
a typical foresail was smaller than the fore triangle
and called the JIB (origin of name lost in the mists
of time).

THE FORE TRIANGLE
The fore triangle is the area formed by the forestay,
the mast and the deck.
Jibs are generally smaller than the fore triangle but can
be up to 115% larger.
Genoas can be up to 170% larger.

THE GUNN’L
In traditional ship building a “wale” is one of the
stakes of wooden planking that formed the outer skin
of the hull. Her Majesty’s Ships carried cannon on
their decks.
When the wales reached the upper deck level, they
were strengthened to take the recoil and impact of
cannon, or gun, fire. These particular members were
heavier and stronger and, to distinguish them from
regular wales, became known as GUN WALES.
And so, today we refer to the edge where the hull
meets the deck as the GUNN’L.

THE PLIMSOLL LINE
“Back in the day” when I was a kid skipping around
the deck of Valhalla, “Plimsolls” were the deck shoe of
the day until they were replaced by “Topsiders” with
their serrated, deck gripping soles. Now we are spoilt
for choice with a wide range of nautical footwear. Life
seemed simpler then.
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The harbour was full of Lake freighters plying their
trade around the Great Lakes.
Then, with the advent of the Seaway, international
ships made their way to Toronto.
As I sailed by them I was intrigued by the cluster of
lines that each had at mid-point on the port and
starboard sides of their hulls, but had no idea what they
meant nor what their function was. It was many years
later that I sussed out their meaning and importance.
In the latter part of the 19th century the British
Parliament expressed great concern about the loss of
ships at sea due to unscrupulous overloading and
significant loss of cargo and crew. In 1876, Samuel
Plimsoll, a Member of Parliament, convinced
Parliament to pass the “Unseaworthy Ships Bill” that
included the directive that a horizontal line be painted
at midpoint on both sides of the hull. This line, which
became known as the “Plimsoll Line”, indicated the
maximum load that a ship could carry and was
noteworthy, as the Plimsoll Line would disappear
below the waterline if the ship was overloaded.
It proved to be successful and the loss of ships, cargo
and crew through overloading was substantially
reduced. Over time it was developed and refined to
relate to the various bodies of water and seasons that
ships would transit, and is still used worldwide by the
shipping industry. The accompanying sketch (not to
scale) shows the “load lines” for differing seas and
seasons.
PLIMSOLL
TF
T
F
S
W
WNA

LINEKEY
TF - TROPICAL FRESH WATER
T - TROPICAL
F - FRESH WATER
S - SUMMER
W - WINTER
WNA - WINTER NORTH ATLANTIC

The Pink
Cruise
Sari Bercovitch

This article was originally published almost 30 years
ago in the March 1994 edition of Canadian Yachting
Magazine. From the tone of the piece (very tongue in
cheek), you may surmise that women sailing without
their male partners was not very common and you
would be right. But have things changed?
The sun was setting pink over the western sky as we
savoured the last of our barbequed salmon in the
cozy confines of Assignment’s cockpit. The wine was
well chilled, and the conversation animated. Oddly,
there wasn’t one syllable uttered about the condition
of the batteries or the virtues of hydraulic backstays.
How could that be? How can anyone cruise without a
constant preoccupation with things technical and
nautical? Well, this was a pink cruise: women only.
Five of us had decided that we would take a weekend
to go sailing with comfort and without the guys.
Meanwhile, at another yacht club 10 miles to the east,
our husbands sprawled in their cockpit eating no less
than five different kinds of pretzels (imagine!) and
drinking beer. No doubt they were discussing and
analysing, in minute detail, each tweak of the sail
required to get them the 27 miles across Lake Ontario
in the day’s five knot breeze.
Therein lies the essential difference between a pink
cruise and a blue cruise. The labels arise from a classification system that couples in our sailing crowd use
to distinguish the jobs done on board by the female
and the male. Even though we use “pink” to define
jobs done by the women and “blue” for those
performed by the men, it is not a sexist classification.
On some boats, doing dishes is a pink job. On others,

it is a blue one. Shared tasks are defined as purple.
However, it appears quite universal that to look for
something is a blue job, but we agreed it is a pink task
to actually find it!
The pink cruise was Mary Partridge’s idea, so we voted
her skipper and the C&C Landfall 38, Assignment, our
boat. Planning for the weekend was almost as much
fun as the cruise itself. (The five of us were no
strangers to cruising, holding collectively more than
50,000 cruising miles under our keels.) We verified
that documents were in order (in case we ended up
in a US port) and that there was safety gear for
everyone. We emptied the holding tank and filled the
water tanks. Mary checked all the engine fluids and
navigational instruments. We organized bedding and
continued page 18
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A Summe

er of Fun!

continued from page 15
favourite music and games. And last, but not least, we
lined up a delectable gourmet menu for the weekend.
Our husbands shook their heads. So much planning
and for only two days! They knew better. Friday
afternoon they went shopping for supplies: pretzels,
beer, eggs, bacon, and bread. I know that our Bristol
38.8, Willow’s Wind, which they were using, was well
equipped (because I had provisioned it) but pink
opinion was that the blue shopping list was a little
meagre. And when the blue skipper reminded the
guys to bring their sleeping bags (and nothing else), I
just smiled. There was only one pillow aboard to share
among the five men!
Departure dawned sunny, hot, and still. Not a day to
set any speed records, but it didn’t limit our possible
destination either. We planned a leisurely cast-off time
of 10 a.m. About half an hour before, we waved
goodbye to our husbands still stowing their gear
(beer?) as they left the dock. We couldn’t imagine
what the hurry was. At our scheduled departure time,
we slipped the lines and coolly motored out, apparelled in our (tongue-in-cheek, of course) signature
pink shirts.
With nothing exciting in the forecast, we decided to
head across the Lake to Youngstown, NY. Our crossing
was uneventful. In fact, hardly a ripple marred our
progress and we had to motor most of the way. No
curse marred our tranquility either. No one was pacing
the decks prevailing upon the wind gods to work
harder or damming the iron genny for making so
much noise. When there was enough breeze, we
sailed. When there was no breeze, we motored. End
of story.
The course that we laid brought us right to the mouth
of the Niagara River where the Youngstown Yacht Club
is located. To Great Lakes sailors, the Niagara River is
one of the few places where we encounter current
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and at Youngstown, skippers must compensate for at
least three knots. We prepared to raft off the wall in
front of the club. Luckily, it was not a busy weekend,
and we were assigned the outside spot in a raft of two
boats. With lines held ready, our skipper nudged her
way upstream into position and we handed over the
spring and bow lines to waiting hands. The arrival of
an all-woman crew elicited only one comment. A
visiting female first mate yelled over to us, “I wish
more women would have the confidence to go sailing
by themselves, even for an afternoon.”
The next morning, the first of us to awaken reported a
fog so thick that the other side of the river, Canada,
was hidden. We weren’t concerned, however. We had
an accurate reciprocal course from yesterday’s sail, a
Loran, three compasses, and a depth sounder. If it got
really thick we could use the radar. We hoped that our
husbands knew where they were so they could find
their way home again!
Somewhat to our disappointment, we were not put to
the test and by the time we approached Toronto, after
a gentle reach across the lake, the sky had returned to
blue and the sun shone. We motored smartly into
home port (again dressed in our pink shirts) and
while our skipper went to report our return to
Canadian Customs, we tidied the lines and washed
down the boat. We were all exhilarated by our cruise
weekend.
The blue cruisers steamed in just as our skipper
returned from the telephone and the guys suggested
that they come over for a purple debriefing. Besides,
they probably knew that we had a ton of food left and
would finally get some real nourishment. As we
gathered in the cockpit, the blue skipper was
chuckling. “You know what happened when I checked
in with the woman at Customs?” he asked. “The
officer told me that my wife had already reported in.
You don’t understand, I told her. Let me explain to you
about pink cruises and blue cruises….”

CORMORANTS
Gretchen Roedde

This article is excerpted from a murder mystery in
progress. It is called “Erratic,” as the murders all take
place near erratic boulders which are ancient and
huge and moved hundreds or thousands of miles by
glaciers.
I decide I need to get the hell out of Dodge. I am
going down to visit my father on Toronto Island.
Independent, in his nineties, he lives in a quaint
community with no cars that you have to reach by
boat. It is much warmer in Toronto than my northern
abode. I have just spent a quiet Easter up north, but
most important, it is time to launch the sailboats on
Toronto Island at the Queen City Yacht Club where I
have my boat.
Getting away should give me some perspective.
I love The Launch. It is a communal affair involving
squared timber boards covered in heated slippery
beef tallow like butter, a train line into the water, many
strong people wearing protective heavy construction
boots, pushing and pulling one boat at a time along

the greased boards to the train line then towing the
boat into the water. The skipper and crew sit up in the
cockpit, high up, full of excitement. The pushers and
pullers tend to be men, the butterers women.
This is an ancient way to launch boats. Egyptians got
large boats into the Nile this way. The Titanic was
launched in 1911, watched by 100,000 people,
sliding down a slipway which had been greased with a
mixture of tallow, soap, and sperm whale oil. At least,
we just use tallow. We’ve seldom had a problem at
the QCYC, others have not been so lucky. In Italy in
1907 a 149-foot luxury liner slid off into the Mediterranean, then started leaning to the left (as do I politically!) or to the port side as we nautical folks would
say. By the end of the day the boat was fully
submerged. You can also launch a boat sideways, but
again, accidents have happened, and bystanders have
been killed.
It’s our turn and my crew and I sit with excitement
high up on the boat in the cockpit while all around us
the pushers, pullers, and butterers do their best to get
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us onto the train line where we are towed down the
track, released, and slip into the water. We are in! We
are going to go on the first sail of the season.
It takes a while to remember the basic sailing moves,
so I confine my skill set to starting the motor, steering
at the tiller, and let B.C. (Gawd knows what those
initials stand for) do the smart things like raising the
sails and telling me what to do. “Turn into the wind
dammit, so I can raise the Main. Into the wind! To the
starboard side. Oh yeah, I forgot you can’t remember
sailing lingo. Steer the tiller to the right.” A fairly
audible exasperated muttering under his breath can
be heard.
“OK, you can put the motor into neutral, we’ve
enough speed with the Main, wind is good, while I get
the jib out.” B.C., who is tall and vaguely Germanic
looking, sets the sails, and signals I can now turn the
motor off. We are sailing!
“How about we go out the Eastern gap? We may be
able to sail through and see what it’s like out in the
lake. Winds are in our favour.” I remind myself some
basics, red right returning, to know where to steer the
boat in regards to the green and red marker buoys. A
few crazy kite surfers in wetsuits are careening around
us. The water would be freezing, so wetsuits are
mandatory. We get through the gap, avoiding power
boats (we have the right of way), some kind of crazy
pirate ship full of drunken revelers (it is all of 2PM),
the kite surfers (“Yikes that was a close one!”), three
idiot kayakers who have life jackets but no wetsuits,
and mindful of where we went aground near the
Leslie Street Spit last year. We steer out into the open
water of Lake Ontario looking over at the Ward’s
Island Beach, headed towards St. Catherine’s with the
winds keeping us at a steady five knots. We aren’t
going to St. Catherine’s, of course, but we are moving
that way, for now. Exhilarating!
We are on a steady course, no need to tack or jibe.
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Listen to me with the nautical talk. Take that B.C. He
is doing his usual careful adjustments, playing with the
jib, to get it in the best position to keep us at a steady
four to five knots. I look up. Double-crested
cormorants with their distinctive orange beaks fly in a
V formation, twenty in one group, thirty in another. We
see five groups flying to the east, then note another
three groups of ten to thirty birds flying west. Where
are they going? It does not look like the efforts to stop
the cormorants nesting high in the trees, their shit
destroying the tree bark and the soil beneath the
trees, have had much effect. They are known
predators, they eat fish in such great numbers, that
even with this great wind the smell of their fishy shit is
shall we say, off-putting.
More flocks of cormorants fly over us, wheeling, their
numbers rotating, leaders shifting and changing
formation. The bad smell is intense. Twice near local
extinction in the last 200 years, most recently in the
1970s and 1980s due to DDT, this species native to
North America now has the largest nesting colony in
North America at Tommy Thompson Park, with new
colonies now on the Toronto Islands as well.
B.C. looks up at the birds. “They are wheeling and
dealing. Hang in there. You should come down south
here and go sailing more often. Now to the important
job. We are going to go back into the Bay through the
western gap. We have to head over towards Ontario
Place and the wind turbine. Then we will have to tack.
Get the motor back on as we enter the Gap, it is the
law. It can be in neutral, but you have to be able to
move. Remember all of this, metaphorically as well.
Be ready to change tack, be ready to move. And
come sailing more often. You are no good to anyone
if you burn out even more completely than you
already have.”
Three cormorants in single file, flew beside our boat,
waved to me (in my imagination?), smiled at us with
shit-eating grins, and carried on.

Chess Night
Glen Newbury

It is eminently and emphatically
the philosopher’s game.”
– Paul Morphy
Chess like Sailing is a hobby you can spend a lifetime
learning. They both have subcultures, people that start
them young usually have an advantage, they have
enormous highs and lows, and they’re good pastimes
for pandemics.
Like most people, I used to play chess when I was
younger, but to get better one had to read a lot of
long, dry books and lay positions out on a board so I
lost interest.
Then, except for the occasional game of speed chess I
hadn't played much in 20 years. One night Nick
Abrahams & Brian Chung came over and we played a
few games. It was a great time and it got me to
thinking, I wonder if there are better ways to learn
chess now than when I was a kid.
I soon discovered a lot of great Youtubes and many

amazing sites for learning and playing chess like
chess.com, lichess.org and chessable.com
I was hooked and in about a year my rating has gone
up from 800 Rapid to 1260 Rapid. In sailor speak
that’s White Sail I to White Sail III.
Come this spring I was anxious to play more people
live, but with the pandemic not ready to play inside in
groups, so Casual Outdoor Chess Night was born.
Sometimes it's called Casual Outdoor Chess Night
with Cats as the cats never seem far away.
It's open to islanders and QCYC members, so if you
hanker for a game drop by behind 3 Nottawa, 630pm
Monday nights. There is heat on the porch so
hopefully it will keep going until November or
December, just dress warm.
You may not have played since The Beatles were a
band, but to quote a famous chess player Jahannes
Zuketort “Chess is the struggle against the error.” You’ll
get better and your mind will thank you for it.
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More Mums in Tums

by David Pitcher

Clubs from Hamilton to Ashbridges Bay hosted the
Saturday races after which we partied all night and
limped home on Sunday. Since my father worked at
the Globe and Mail, he began a column posting the
race results.
Chicago also boasted a fleet of Tums. They had a
slightly smaller sail area as it was the windy city. Crews
from Toronto would be loaned boats there and
Toronto reciprocated as we vied for the Babson Trophy.

On Labour Day in 1957, my mother and father Marg
and Herb Pitcher, packed up me and my two sisters
and moved from the Beaches to Algonquin Island. No
cars, lots of trees, birds, and water all around. A few
years later I started Junior Club and my father began
crewing at QCYC. One day in the early sixties, Dad,
Uncle John, and I bussed down to Hamilton to fetch a
boat. Arriving at the dock I was impressed with the 50foot power boat, Diamond, moored there. Dad
pointed to the little mahogany sailboat alongside and
said, " That one is ours". We had a delightful sail
home in our not-so-new Tumlaren, Kyra T1, and
arrived at QCYC to join the fleet. There was of course
Valhalla, Al Rae’s pride of the club, Rube Silver’s
Kryssa, and Cygnet, then owned by Peter Flood. This
white-hulled Tum was apparently built at Centre
Island. Burt and Louise Barraclough had a slightly
oversized Tum as well. Ken and Joan Deeley brought
in Valkyrie which sported a much larger cabin. We
began racing Wednesday evenings and weekend
regattas around the lake where we met Vanir from
Oakville and Viking from Hamilton.
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We enjoyed cruising across the lake to Olcott N.Y.,
casting off late Friday night and arriving on the
American side in the morning. The kids would have
slept most of the night and would hop ashore to
enjoy the small midway style rides nearby. The
parents and sometimes friends would catch a nap and
then work their way up to the bar where Henry would
log them into the customs book.
The majority of the boats at the club were wood and
few had engines. Skippers and crew took great pride
in getting numerous coats of Calahans chilled varnish
on the gorgeous mahogany topsides. The Tums were
incredibly seaworthy, having been designed for the
North Sea. My mother loved the deep cockpit which
made her feel safe.

The Future is Here
Philip Chatteron shown here
hosting a well enjoyed
3d printing workshop!

Commodore
Jeff Imai commodore@qcyc.ca

The Summer of Endless Fun
continues but is nearing the end.
With the days getting shorter and
the water levels dropping, we
must turn out attention to haulout.
Haulout is scheduled for the first two weekends after
Thanksgiving (Oct 15-16 and 22-23). The cradle
inspection report has been published so please review
the report to identify the repairs that need to be done
on your cradle and order your materials with the office
ASAP. Please repair your cradle early.
The water level in the lagoon is dropping. We have been
and will continue to monitor the water level. We will let
members know if there is a risk that some boats may need
to be de-masted and/or hauled before Thanksgiving.
The Pig Roast weekend was a great event. I had a
conversation with Barry Hardy, one of the originators
of the Pig Roast. In 1972, a group of friends got

together to roast a pig. In 1973, the pig roast was a
club event. In 1974, the event was opened up and
guests from other reciprocal clubs were invited, which
is the current format. COVID notwithstanding, many
members still got together each of the two years,
roasted some pork or bought a suckling pig and
celebrated Pig Roast weekend. So arguable, 2022 was
the 50th or 51st Pig Roast.
Debates aside, the Pig Roast was a great success. With
only a few drops of rain, the weather was perfect. The
band, Trainwreck, East Toronto’s favorite party band,
kept the crowd out on the dance lawn all night. If not
for noise by-laws, the band would have played all
night. Thanks to Entertainment Chair, Jennifer Deyell,
and her team of volunteers.
There is still more in the Summer of Endless Fun.
There is more Wednesday night racing in series 3, the
Champion of Champions race, the Last Chance Cup
and the Ahmen series. There’s another movie night
and a cruise to CBYC. Finally, there is the Awards
Banquet. Still more Summer of Endless Fun to look
forward to before hauling for the winter.

Rear Commodore
Bruce Smith rearcommodore@qcyc.ca

As we’ve returned to a more traditional QCYC summer, the phrase
“Summer of Endless Fun” certainly describes the past
few months. Specifically, the Sailing Program ran the
same calendar of events that it did in 2019 and 2018.
This includes a very successful Sailpast (despite the
line squall!), a full season of Wednesday Night Racing
(ignoring the windless ones), Womens Open Regatta,
and our own Open Regatta. And by the time you read
this, we will be preparing for The Last Chance Cup,
Awards Night and QCYC’s AHMEN race.
The program actually expanded to include a fourth
cruise and two educational sessions, Safety At Sea
and An Introduction to Cruising. We also put more
than a dozen members through various Sail Canada
courses for Assistant Race Officer, Club Race Officer,
and Mark Laying.
At the Participants’ Meeting I stated that we are in a
year of transition. That we would move from “a
dependency on one to the contribution of many.” I
was referencing the shift required in which numerous
individuals would be needed to complete all the work
Graham Dougall did on his own.

people all did an amazing job. The Race Officer
position was filled by designated skippers each taking
a turn, Martha Henderson of RCYC for one race, and
by our own Al Rae Jr., who applied his extensive
experience as a competitor. The Designated Race
Officer program was more successful than I imagined
with several seasoned veterans commenting that it
provided new insights into racing.
Race Management, including scoring, scheduling
outside resources, equipment management, event
promotion, awards, volunteer appreciation and
document management, was a lot more challenging.
While racing is one of the most popular elements in
the club, organisation of the program was carried out
by a small number of very dedicated people doing a
very large amount of work. As things stand, this is not
sustainable since we are dependent on a volunteer
workforce and will be addressed over the winter
months.
Expanding our volunteer base is also key to
succession planning and a priority for the coming
season. If we are to ensure that these very popular
programs continue well into the future, more people
must contribute and ultimately carry the torch. Be
prepared to step up!

Sailpast, Education, Womens Open Regatta,
Open Regatta festivities and the Cruising
Program benefitted from strong Chairs and
committee support. For example, each cruise
was run by a small team overseen by Chair Pat
Whetung. The result was four great events.
In terms of club racing, our Race Committee
program was first class. This view was shared by
visiting Race Officers, and by participants of the
Open and of club events. Assistant Race
Officers, Coxswains, Recorders, Flag and Sound
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Planning
Eric Whan

planning@qcyc.ca

Keep on Keeping on
I think I began my last communique with the word “wow.” So I’ll
begin this one with “wow, bow wow wow.”
Our contributing members have accomplished so
much this year to make your paradise like the paragon
of paradises again. Thank you to all those who have
helped deliver the plans we put in place.
Cash has been tight, but despite that, the grounds
look better than ever, and we rocked the lawn on
several occasions. A big goal this year was to rebeautify the club following the age of disruption. Job
done and then some. Palms while you recline on an
outdoor couch while waiting for your private ride back
to the 416? Check. Frequent and reliable limo service?
Check.
Our caterers under Avaughn at Onyx have been killing
it. We hosted more weddings than I could crash this
year. That’s a high bar. The House team has us in
better digs than we have been in years. We’re getting
very close to achieving an aspirational vision for the
north half of the ground floor. Lots of member skill
and labour have been devoted to this. And the critters
have left the building, just like Elvis. The four-legged
types at least.
I had the pleasure of working with your volunteer race
committee team a few times this season. They are so
good. Who would have thought that a crowd-sourced
roster of race officers could fill Graham’s shoes? We
could never have lived up to his nationally renowned
standard, but it worked really well. Next season the
planning chair plans to deliver more wind for the RC
and Rear Commodore. The wind is free, so we don’t
need a line item.
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The club invested in a membership drive and it
worked. Anyone who hasn’t felt the new vibe and
energy in the club hasn’t been around enough this
season. Come feel it at haulout.
Want a good parking spot? Your moorings team is on
it. They refurbished several fingers and med moorings
and are looking at getting more fingers for those who
do not like the brail method of mooring. Allocating
mooring assignments every few weeks is time
consuming. Motoring the cumbersome barge is
ponderous, so please appreciate your dockside
service. The mooring gods prefer good beer without
too much hops delivered with respect, just so you
know.
Party anyone? Wow, this was good year of dance,
music, food, and mid-week reasons to get to the club
and breathe that magic Island air. Special thanks to
Nicholas for those great vibes, and especially for the
boundless energy of your entertainment team. I loved
that 11-piece band at Pig Roast.
Speaking of which, the new team pulled pork off with
natural affinity. My appetite and anxieties were
assuaged. Thanks to the chefs and their mentors.
Yum.
Do you, your kids or friends want to learn to sail
better? We got that. I’m convinced that QCYC now
has the best program and facilities on the lake, thanks
to your LTS team and grant writers who were able to
renew the fleet and achieve a long-held vision for a
quick and easy launch-haul system. Done.
But there are tender-loads more to do over the winter
and next year, and the next, and the next after that…
High on the budget allocation list include the following
significant items, in no particular order:
• Progressing the ongoing clubhouse renos
• Finishing the grounds rehab, including new storage
sheds and flood protection/climate adaptation

• Refreshing the coach boat and mark boat fleet
• Talent acquisition, retention and compensation for
tender captains and mates in an increasingly
competitive market
• Maintaining the Rapids Queen
• Installing more docks
• New pump-out machinery
• Mast crane maintenance and refurbishment
• Reducing our own impact on the climate
That’s a long and costly list, and I’m sure I’ve missed
some high-priority items. Please let me or other board
members know of the priorities from your perspective.
We voluntarily do all this for you, of course. We need
your input. The list will only get longer as time goes
by. To shorten it, and the associated price tag and
membership fees to cover it, we need everyone’s
contribution.
In the meantime, I am establishing a small group of
forward-thinking people to independently advise the
Board regularly of future risks and opportunities for
the club over a five to 20 year horizon.
This place is your second or first home, so I’d like it to
last, as I’m sure you would too.
Finally, I’ll stand for Planning Chair for the 2022-2023
Board if you will have me, with the gracious help of
Ron Mazza.

Fleet
Andy Oakes fleet@qcyc.ca

As the sun begins to set on the
summer of 2022, I’d like to thank
everyone for being a part of our
success this season. Without the
volunteer hours contributed by our members the
Summer of Endless fun would not have happened.
I’d like to thank the fleet staff for their consistent
attention to detail, bullet-proof reliability, and professionalism throughout the season. Captain Leo Millen
completed his tenth year of service this summer, and
always reflects everything that we love about the
island and QCYC. Captain Justin Vanek continues to
improve his mechanical skills, trouble shooting,
diagnosing, and repairing the boats throughout the
season. We have come to rely on Justin to keep the
boats in a state of good repair. Head Captain Steven
Budish continues to go above and beyond in his
efforts to maintain and fuel the boats. Our captains
have been training staff throughout the season,
teaching them what it is to be a captain and what it is
to be a responsible operator. Caleb, Jamie, and Liv
have all demonstrated an eagerness to learn the
position of captain and continue to develop their
driving skills so they can one day take on the role of
captain.
Thanks to club Manager Laura for all that she does.
Her continuous support is very much appreciated and
continues to aid me in my role of Fleet Captain.
Special thanks to Paul Horne for his work on the
Freddy M; David Hall and Peter Jones for their work
on the AQII’s aft rail and Nick Cianciotta for his
continued support in keeping the fleet afloat.
Thanks to all the board members and management
committee team. Your hard work and support
throughout the season do not go unnoticed.
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Moorings
Rob Nicholson

moorings@qcyc.ca

The 2022 sailing season is
drawing to a close and it’s truly
been the Summer of Endless Fun.
And as of this writing, that fun
continues with a few more parties, one more cruise
and of course the immense fun that is haulout just a
few weeks away. The Moorings portfolio is generally
quiet between launch and haulout and that has thankfully been the case again this year. We had the damage
to a couple of the Clubhouse fingers to deal with and
some planning and adjustment to manage around the
now nearly finished Algonquin Bridge construction. But
we were able to accommodate everyone with limited
impact thanks to the flexibility of several members.
Heading into the fall there are several issues and
projects on our radar:
• Pump out replacement. Our current unit has served
us well but is far beyond its life expectancy and
starting to get temperamental.
• Finger dock refurbishment – round two (though this
could possibly be impacted by budget requirements
on above bullet)
• Repairs to Clubhouse 1 & 2 docks and re-establishing the med moorings that were temporarily (we
hope) closed at the west end of Blue section. We’ll
also adjust the blocks in the rest of Blue section to
improve positioning.
• Upgrading the centre ramp to Yellow Dock to
prevent it from falling in the lagoon
• Med mooring platform repair/replacement
The thinking on all the above and more is underway,
and I look forward to presenting more details at our
fall AGM.
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Treasurer
Dan Smith treasurer@qcyc.ca

Ahoy!
Many of you, I’m sure, will have
noticed that I haven’t written an
article for the Clipper in quite
some time. Many of you would have even found that
alarming and I apologize for the lapse. I should do
better. The truth is that you can take comfort in my
literary absence because it means I don’t have all that
much to say anymore. Gone are the days of federal
relief subsidies, city negotiations, fee restructuring, and
reorganizing our digital commerce platforms.
Earlier this year, we rolled out a cloud-based club
management software designed to be the system of
record for all things QCYC. This replaces the disparate
and sometimes inconsistent Excel files used to
manage things like the roster, moorings, lockers. We
baked in change tracking so down the road we will
have access to metrics and their long-term trends. Ivy
has been doing a wonderful job populating the information and I thank her for that!
And did I mention it was used to generate your spring
invoices? Approximately 250 invoices in 3 seconds.
Automating that process and, over time, honing the
information within will save us all a ton of time and
effort and frustrating mistakes.
We’ve been aiming for a neutral budget – no real
paradigm shifts there. Riley’s excellent work bringing
in new members is a significant boon to the bottom
line. The club is looking pretty lively these days! In
capital spending we have a handful of House, LTS,
and Grounds initiatives underway. I’ll leave it to them
to provide details.
Well, that’s about it for now. As many of you know, I
am at the club pretty regularly, so please feel free to
pop by if there’s anything you’d like to talk over.
Happy sailing!

Communications
Roger Petersen communications@qcyc.ca

We called it the Summer of
Endless Fun, and boy was it ever.
After several challenging years it
was great to see us return to
normal, meaning great regattas and gatherings. Along
with the oh-so Queen City impromptu jams and
drinks as you slowly make your way to your boat.
One of the goals this year for the Communications

Entertainment
Jennifer Deyell enterainment@qcyc.ca

Phew.
We pulled off a half century of QCYC Pig Roast. So
many people contributed to the party: a new team of
roasters and critically important mentors; our newlyformed, excellent Queen City String Band; those who
set up and those who cleaned up; servers, decorators,
fetchers, ferryers, runners, cookers, and shuckers; Nick
the sound wizard; our truly amazing staff members
who went above and beyond; the band-on-fire Trainwreck; Onyx catering; and the energizer bunny herself
– the irreplaceable Susan Baker, who averted the
Entertainment Chair's impending nervous breakdown.
Heartfelt thanks to each and every one of you. It was
a great party.

team was to increase our social media presence and
thanks to you tagging QCYC in posts and photos, we
added followers and views. That means more and
more potential members wanting to check out the
club, and savings on advertising which can be
redirected toward important projects at the club. A
win-win.
Let's keep the momentum going as we head into
2023. I hope everyone has a great winter on the
hard and I look forward to seeing you back on the
water next spring.

Mittelstaedt. Friday's Corn & Weenie Roast was
organized by the Andys: Gomes on Team Corn and
Oakes on Team Weenie. This was followed by movies
projected on the clubhouse wall and a lot of adults
mesmerized by Fantasia. Thanks to everyone who
contributed.
This year we had: twelve Valerie Wint yoga classes, six
movie nights, two trivia nights, QCYC Blues Band blow
out, inaugural Flotilla Night, Yard Sale, Clubhouse
Birthday presentation, 3D printing info session, Line
Dancing, cribbage tournament, Glen’s Chess sessions,
Open Mic, Corn & Weenie Roast, Lobsterfest and Pig
Roast. That list doesn't include those events put on by
Membership and Rear Commodore: Sailpast, New
Members' Night, Awards Banquet. Or the weddings
we got to crash.
Definitely the Summer of Endless Fun and definitely
sad it's over. Here's to 2023.

In fact, it was a great weekend. Thursday night Trivia
was both rowdy and humbling. It's a lot of work to run
a trivia game, so thanks to Leo Millen and Christian
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QCYC 2022 Regatta

